
RADIO LOGS - DALLAS (17 H361-495) 

These logs may or may not be complete and may or may not be fully 
accurate, but we have to presume they are. The various codes used are 
explained on pp.490-4. 

These logs show a number of interesting things. There were other 
suspects, and what happened to only one is indicated. The basis of 
disposition is not even indicated in this case. They show also the 
emphasis and interest of the police at the time of the assassination 
and for the period immediately following. They show when witnesses 
were interviewed, what they said, etc. 

The first deals with the state police beginning on p.362. The 
original is handwritten and brief. These am excerpts from it. 

First reference was at 12:35 p.m., November 22, and says very 
little;"Information pertaining to an incident involving the President." 
(p.363) 

The sheriff's log begins on p.368. This calls itself a "trans-
cript". It does not so state here, but I believe the sheriffib broad-
casts are taped. At 12:30:40 "Stand by one. All units and officers 
vicinity of station report to the railroad track area, just north of 
Elm  - Report to the Railroad track area, just north of Elm." $ 7 checked 
in, 26 was en route and shortly checked in, and shortly after 12:40, 26 
was told to report to the railroad area, Shortly after that, 20 was 
told "We do have.a report that the President has been hit. Report to 
the railroad area over Elm street to the North." (p.396) 

Following a 12:L9 broadcaat and prior to one at 12:53, "Suspect 
described as white male, 30, slender build, 5'10", 155 lbs, possibly 
armed with 30-30 rifle." 20 checked in "Out on North side of building 
now." (p.371) Following 12:53 and prior to 1;16, 20 reported still 

behind building and "Do you have need of me anywhere else. This area is 
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covered with officers." He was told "There are quite a few officers 

at the station and around the area." (p.372) 

Immediately after 1:16, "Any squads in vicinity of Jefferson and 

East 10th. 510 E. Jefferson." The call was immediately repeated. 

109 checked in at 10th and Jefferson, (p.373). Prior to the notation 

of 1:2t p.m., 109 reported, "The only 'inf'ormation we have is a white 

mail, about 30, 51 8", black hair, white jacket, going West on foot 

from that location." After 1:24, 103 was given a similar description. 

At the same time, "Any units spotting a white Pontiac Station Wagon, 

with license prefix P E, proceed with ficaution and advise. In area 

of West Jefferson." (p.374) 

Right after 1:L5 p.m., for the attention of 25, a similar descrip-

tion was broadcast, and to 61, the description of the man and the white 

Pontiac was broadcast (p.375). After 1:45, the time of 1:31 is next 

given, and following that 44 was given a similar description, together 

with "Had either shotgun or rifle in back seat, license on car, prefix 

PE - no other information". (p.376) 

Following a time given as 1:34 p.m., "For attention of all offi-

cers, this is ian anonymous tip only. A green and white '57 Ford, 

bearing Texas license D T 4857 with white male as occupant. If located, 

acknowledge. Advise this department." (P.377) 

And as late as 1:51 p.m., apparently somebody in the Secret Ser-

vice, code h73, didn't know where then Vice President Johnson was. 

The sheriff told him. (p/381) 

Dallas police, channel 1, beginning on p.390. There was a mike 

button stuck open someplace which blocked the frequency and also they 

thought they were having interference from the "Dallas Power and Light 

Co. radio intermodulating with our system". After an exchange with 
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No. 38 at 12:26, there appears this notation from the dispatcher, 

"(transmitter stuck, can't read anything for some time after° 38's 

last transmission) (12:34)" The dispatcher between 12:35 and 12:36 

reported the mike button stuck open and"We can't hear anything !still 

could not understand)" to Deputy Chief Fisher (Patrol Division), p.395. 

Channel 2 knew there wss an emergency and kmew and reported an 

emergency ambulance trip to Parkland. He told 20 "there's been a 

shooting in downtown area involving (no other information)" Xfter 
notation 

a 12:37 time/and prior to the next one at 12:45. (p.396) The dispatcher 

prior to 12:45 directed all squads to "report to downtown area, code 3 
(emergency) to Elm and Houston, with caution." In this intetval, cars 

have been reporting in from va1ious places. Then, just prior to the 

12;45 notation, the dispatcher "Attention all squads - Attention all 

squads. At Elm and Houston reportedi to be an unknown W/M, approxi_ 

- mately 30, slender build, height 5 Ft. 10 Inches, 165 pounds. - reported 
to be armed with what is believed to be a 30 caliber rifle. Attention, 

all squads, the suspect is believed to be W/N/30, 5 Ft% 10 inches, 
slender build, 165 ppunds, armed with what is thought to be a 30-30 

rifle. No further description or information at this time." Not un-

til "unknown" asked the dispatcher "what is he wanted fort", the dis-

patcher replies, "Signal 19, involving the President," Signal 19 

means shooting. 

Then 233 told the dispatcher, "He is tthought to be in this Texas 

Book Depository on Northwest corner Elm and Houston." 

As cars called in, they were directed to the Elm and Houston area. 

After the 12:45 time notation and prior to that of 12:46, "87-78 

move into CenCpal Oak Cliff area." This apparently is the bboadcast 

instruction to Tippit. His car, I believe, was 78 and I infer that 87 
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was just a slip of the tongue. After 12:46 the notation, "(numerous 

squads checked out at School Book Depository could not hear all the 

call numbers)" (p.397) Note there is no indication that this channel 

said the shooting involved the i'resident until 12:45. When 95 asked, 

"What's going on?,"the dispatcher repeated the information and a similar 

description. Meanwhile, other cars checked in en route to Elm and 

Huston and as they called in and asked for instructions they were di_ 

rected there. (p.705.) 

It is not possible to determine the precise time Deputy Chief 

Fisher asked who was in charge: at the log then reads, "]lisp. '(unknown) 

is entoute. He'll be in charge'." A call to station 7, and station 7 

is not listed among those tabulated on pp.492-4. All small numbers 

are assigned to inspectors, deputy chiefs and the chief. For example, 

there is no identification given for Capt. Fritz. Right after a 12:49 

timecheck, 15 is quoted as saying "15's at the scene. The building is 

the old Purse company on the eastside of Houston. Have that cut off 

on the backside will you? Make sure nobody leaves there." Dispatcher 

acknowledges. 

This Purse Company clearly is not the same as the Book Depository 

Building. At least, the building on the same side of Elm from the 

windows giving on Houston provided at least as good a vantage point 

for the assassin or assassins. Note the instruction to "cut off on 

the backside" and "make sure nobody leaves there". Deputy.  Chief Fisher 

acknowledges to the dispatcher that he heard a broadcast immediately 

preceding from 15 reading "15 is in charge down hero - correction; 5's 

in charge down here." x1  5 is Deputy Chief Lumpkin (service). 

"UnknownTI asks, "Any clothing description?" and the dispatcher says 

there was note and repeated the suspectbs age, height and weight. 
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605 called in about a drunk, asking "You don't have a downtown 

squad car clear, do you?" and the dispatcher told him, "No, disregard 

and return to service." A short time later, the dispatcher called 

"605, let that drunk go." Then 212 checked in and said, "I'll report 

to the rear of that building." (p.399) The next time given is 12:51. 

Cars were also assigned to the Triple Underpass; also, along the 

tracks just to the west of the building. Radio patrolment were also 

in this area. 

Right after the 12:54 time notation, this is the next item: 

"Disp 	78... 

78 	78/ 

Disp 	You are in the Oak Cliff area are you not? 

78 	Lancaster and 8th 

Disp 	You will be at large for any emergency that comes in." 

78 acknowledged. The next time notation is 12:55; hence, Tippit checked 

in after 12:54 and before 12:55. (p.401) As of this time when 49 asked 

fpr a description, the dispatcher had nothing to add. A traffic officer 

then called in saying, "I have an eye witness over here who saw the 

President get hit. The witness is over here at the T&P Railway Over-

pass at the Stemmons Servicd Road." Nothing is immediately revealed 

about what happened with this information. Then the dispatcher sends 

19 who says, "I see him over there. I'll go over there.1.! (p.402) 

15 called the dispatcher to report, "100 has got about 6 men check-

ing out that railroad yard, back toward that direction." 312 was told 

a "Command Post" had been set up at Elm and Houston. Then the Canine 

Unit5wWcalled because, according to 15, the School Book Depository 

Building "... will be a hard one to search out thoroughly without the 

dogs." 508, an identification unit of the crime laboratory, was asked 
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for at a time it is not possible to determine. 19 reported, "I have 

the one that saw the President get hit in my car. I'm on the Elm 

Street side of the Triple Underpass just before pyou go up on stemmons." 

(P.403) Cars were still being assigned to the area. When the dispat- 

cher called Deputy Chief Lumpkin, 15 replied to say he thought both 

Lumpkin and Inspector Sawyer "are in the building". 15 was then told 

about 19's message about the witness. When there seemed to have been 

a misunderstanding by an"unknown"about 19's message, 19 says, "He didn't 

see the shooting. He saw the President get hit." 

I haven't seen a time notation since 12:55. The dispatcher called 

78, saying "78 location ...." and there was no response. Then the dis-

patcher notes intermodulation again. (p.404). 

A third of the way down the page 405 is a time notation, 1:0L. p.m. 

Then 311 is quoted as saying, "311, what squad has that subject that's 

supposed to have seen the shooting?P0 to which the dispatcher replies, 

"He did see the shooting, 309. He saw the President hit. That is 19. 

He has the person in his car." 311 acknowledges and asks, "Do you have 

the information that this came from the Book Depository down there'" 

which the dispatcher affirmed. When 311 said, "It's well covered off 

here." If this refers to the sealing of the building, it is the first 

reference to this. (13./405) 

After a few other calls, 78 called the dispatcher who didn't imme-

diately take the call. Then 78 called again, again just saying "78" 

and this time after it it the notation (1:08). 

Note that were the dispatcher asked 78 for his location on p.40/1 

and got no response, the time would have been at just about the time 

Mrs. Roberts alleged the police car was coming up to the house in which 

Oswald lived. Note that also on this page (L06) the time check after 78 
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is after  that time. The Commission makes ifrno references in the report 
who 

to any of these ent\es, but it would seem that 78/should have been 

in his car, made no response at a time that could have placed him near 

Oswald's residence, as Mrs. Roberts testifeid. Immediately after this 

entry, 261 asked if there was any clothing description yet, and the 

dispatcher replied, "All we have is a white male 30, slender build, 

51 10", 165 pounds, armed with a 30 caliber rifle." This indicates 

that there was, as of 1:08, no change in the original broadcast descrip-

tion. 261 then said, "I have a subject that fits that description. He's 

drunk, ..." 261 wanted to know "Do you want someone to check him?" 

He had him "on my motor". Nobody answered this question. 

Then 388 reported, "...members of the CID enroute to Elm and Hous-

ton as ordered." The dispatcher said, "Have" 5 additionals whose 

numbers are given, presumably go to Elm and Houston, and 388 replies, 

"We're enroute that location to await orders there. I don't know .... 

do." (dots in original) Then 260 asks the dispatcher to "Inform the 

squads that anyone that gets any information regarding this incident 

down here, to bring it to 9 at Elm and Houston; bring the person to 9 

at Elm and Houston." 9 is Inspector Sawyer. (p.406) 
1 

Before the next time notation, which is ixtgx 1:11, 15 tells the 

dispatcher, "If you can get 15/2, would you get him to put some person_ 

nel on those railroad tracks near Market Hall and proceed back toward 

this location 	tracks in this immediate vicinity." (dots in original) 

To me this indicates that, as of a half-hour after the assassination, 

the police were still most interested in the area of those railroad 

tracks. The dispatcher confirmed delivering the information 15/2 who 

was on the other channel. Apparently the drunk was on a dead_end street 

near the railroad tracks. 261 reported, "I'm going to stay on these 

railroad tracks at the dead_end of Laws." The dispatcher noted the time 
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at 1:15 p.m. At 1:16 the dispatcher told all squads to permit entry 

to any telephone truck enroute to Parkland Hospital. Then came a call 

that couldn't be distinguished, and the dispatcher said, "Unit ending 

in 6..." (dots in original) followed by this notation; " 

"Citizen 	Hello, police operator.... 

Disp 	Go ahead...Go ahead, citizen using the police (citizen 

out in) 

Citizen We've had a shooting out here. 

Disp 	Where's it at? 

Disp 	The citizen using police radio...(Citizen cut in) 

Citizen On 10th Street. 
E 

Disp 	What location on 10th Street? (.705, P.407) 

Citizen Between Marsalis and Beckley. Its a police officer. 

Somebody shot him....What's this?.... 404 10th Street, 

(Someone in the background said 78, squad car, number 10) 

Citizen 	......you got that? 

Disp 	78 	 

Cthtizen Hello police operator, did you get that 	(Some other 

unknown voice came in with 'a police officer, 510 E. 

Jefferson') 

Citizen Thank you." 

At this point 35 cut in and said, "35", as though calling the dispatcher 

and the dispatcher said, "The citizen using the police radio remain off 

the radio now." 69 reported, "69's going out there," and the Dispatcher 

acknowledged "69, Code M 3," emergency. 602 reported enroute. Also 

603. Then 602 reported arrival. The dispatcher acknowledged and said, 

"603 and 602, 1:10 p.m." 602 then said, "What's that address on Jeff- 

erson?" and the dispatcher replied, "501 East ipth" (note the address 
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actually given was 510 E. Jefferson). The dispatcher then gave 19 

the wrong address again. 602 reported at the destination and an un-

known asked "Was 519 E. Jefferson correct?", to which the dispatcher 

replied, "We have 2 locations, 501 E. Jefferson and 501 E. 10th. 19, 

aretyou enroute?" "Unknown" then says, "This is tan officer", 19, says 

he's enroute, 605 says he's enroute, and when the dispatcher confirms 

it there is a strikeover on the time, making it illegible, but it was 

something after 10 minutes past 1. (p.408) Note that the "unknown" 

who sad "This is an officer" was never replied to. 

Then the dispatcher called 85 to say, "The subject's running west 

on Jefferson from the location," then says, "No physical description." 

The above would seem to indicate some of the pertinent excerpts 

are not in this transcript. 

At this point, "Citizen 	Hello, hello, hello .... 

602 	602... 

Citizen 	....from out here on 10th Street, 500 

block. This police officer's just shot. Ipthink he's dead. 

Disp 	10-4, we have the information. The 

Citizen using the radio, remain off the radio now." One can only hope 

the citizen who knew enough to use the radio also knew the "10-4" sig_ 
cher 

nal. There then follows an exchange between 15 and the dispatcher 

revealing information that had not appeared in the log and again indi-

cating the log is not complete. This is in reference to 15's question 

about what the citizen had said, and the dispatcher confirmed it. The 

dispatcher tells 91 "have a signal 19 (shooting) involving police offi-
last 

cer 400 E. 10th. Suspect/seen running west on Jefferson. No descrip- 

tion at this time." Then the dispatcher again, "Suspect just passed 

401 E. Jefferson." Notice, however, that the dispatcher had again given 
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an incorrect address above. He then asks fik 85 for the correct loca-

tion, saying "We have 3 different locations." 85 said, "I haven't 

seen anything on Jefferson yet." So the dispatcher told him to "Check 

501 E. 10th at Denver." (p.410). HereAand elsewhere in the log are 
at 

indications that/the scene of the assassination a number of officers 

seem to be remaining with their cars. Shortly after the dispatcher 

says "Code 	3", which means emergency, there appears the time nota- 

tion, 1:22. 85 calls in to say, "We have a description on this suspect 

over here on Jefferson. Last seen about the 300 E. Jefferson. He's 

a white male about 30, 5'8", black hair, slender, wearing a white jacket, 

white shirt and dark slacks." 105 checks in at the location. Then 19 

checks in. The dispatcher asks, 85 to "repeat his clothing description" 

and 85 says not quite the same thing, "Wearing a white jacket, believed 

to be a white shirt and dark slacks." Then there is a confirmation of 

a call from 603 ending with the dispatcher saying that the time was 

1:23. Thereafter, the dispatcher says, "Pick up for investigation ag-

gravated assault on a police officer, a white male approximately 30, 

5'8", slender build, has black hair, a white jacket, a white shirt and 

dark trousers. Tge suspect last seen running west oft Jefferson from 

400 East Jefferson, 1:24." (p.410) 

g87 then calls the dispatcher to ask about the report on the car, 

and the dispatcher says, "Said he pulled in there and bought some gas. 

Driving ao white pontiac, '61 or '62 Station Wagon with the pm fix 

'Pecos' 'Ellis'. He had a rifle laying in the seat." 87 confirms, and 

the dispatcher continues, "We have a citizen following this car at this 

time - unknown direction. (1:25)." Then 279, an unidentified 3-wheeled 

motorcycle unit, calls in and tells the dispatcher, "We believe we've 

got that suspect on shooting this officer out here. Got his white jacket. 
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Believe he dumped it on this parking lot behind this service station, 

k00 block West Jefferson, across from Dudley-Hughes, and he had a white 

jackdt on. We believe this is it." The dispatcher asks, "you do not 

have the suspect, is that correct?" and 279 replies, "No, just the 

jacket laying on the ground." 

Note the description of this as a"White"jacket. It may be quite 

important because the Oswald jacket was gray and the witnesses in-

sisted they say a white jacket. 

When 91 asked "What was the description beside the white jacket?"X 

the dispatcher replies, "W/M/30 5_8 black hair, slender build, white 

shirt, white jacket, black trousers, going west on Jefferson from the 

300 block." 
East 

The last previous broadcast said L02 block of/Jefferson. If the 

police had a telephone report, they should have a record of from whom, 

. and how could he have the jacket in the 300 block when it had been 

found in the L100 block? (p.1+12). 

As soon as this transmission was finished, unless something is 

omitted from the log, which is more than possible, 559/2 called the 

dispatcher to report "Pm at 12th and Beckley no - have a man in the 
gets 

car with me that can identify the suspect if anybody last one." 

Note that this is 6 blocks away from the shooting of Tippit. 

It is, however, not far from the Texas theatre. It is also on the 

street away from the shooting of Tippit from Jefferson. I recall 

nothing that indicktes anybody followed uswald that way, or that any-

one left the scene of the crime and followed him any distance at all. 

The dispatcher then asked 550/2, "Have you been to the scene?" 

550/2 confirms and says, "The officers were already gone when I got 

there. He was driving car #10." 
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There is some confusion here that may be only in my own mind. 

At the time of the original call to the police,,Tippit's number was 

given as 78 and the car number was given as 10. Here again we have 
do 

the car number given as 10. When they call in, /they dinumil use their 
or do 

badge numbers, Ina/they mivra use the number assigned to a vehicle? 

Could Car #10 have the radio identification of 78? Or is there some-

thing else here? 

Then there comes a call identified as from "Unknown" asking, "Did 

someone find a jacket?" The dispatcher's reply is quoted, "Unknown, 

85." 

However, 279 had reported (p.)411) finding a white jacket. Why 

the dispatcher who had handled the call should not have conveyed this 

information 1 cannot guess. 

Then, 19 calls in to say, "One of the men here at the service sta-

tion that saw him seems to think he is in this block of 400 East Jef-

ferson, behind this service station. Will you get me. some more squads 

over here." 79, 412, and some other squads report they are enroute. 

75 says, "We're almost there". (p.412). 

87 reports, "A white station wagon believed to be PE3435, unknown 

make and model, late model, occupied by 2 147M left this fellows sta-

tion going east on Davis and believed to have a shotgun or rifle laying 

in back seat." (p.413) 

111 then reports, "They say he is running west in the alley be- 

tween Jefferson and Tenth." After a time check, 1:32, the dispatcher 

repeats the description, "W/M/30 5-8", very slender build, black hair, 

a white jacket, white shirt and dark slacks, 1:33." Again note the 

jacket was reported found 7 or 8 minutes earlier. 
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Apparently with reference to Tippit, 19 asked the dispatcher, 

"Do you know what kind of a call he was on?" and the dispatcher asks, 

"What kind of ig what?" 19 repeats, "Was he on a call or cianything?" 

and the dispatcher says, "No." Immediately thereafter 19 reports, 

"we are shaking down these old houses in the 400 block East Jefferson 

right now." 

I have no familiarity with the area, but I believe that is the 

block of East Jefferson between the place where the jacket was found 

and where Tipppit was killed. 

63 goes to 10th and Crawford to check out a church basement (p.414). 

Then 223 reports, "He is in the library, Jefferson and Marsalis." 

He asks for help and says, "Get them here fast." Dispatcher asks for 

reports and with several squads talking simulhaneously, the note says 

he can't make them out. Then 85 is enroute; Also"Unknown," 29 is 

sent. Then 22 says, "They got him hemmed up - looks like in this build- 

ing at the corner." "Unknown" asks, "Where 'you be?" and 85 replies, 

"Is at library." 19 then says, "We are all at the library." (p.145) 

Then 221 says, "Might can give you some additional onformation. I got 

an eyeball witness to the get-away man; that suspect in this shooting. 

He is a white male, 27, 5'11", 165 pounds, black wavy hair, fair com- 

plexted, wearing light gray Eisenhower type jacket, dark trousers and 

a white shirt and about last seen running on the North side of the 

street from Patton on Jefferson; on East Jefferson, and was apparently 

armed with a 32, dark finish, automatic pistol which he had in his right 

hand." Then the dispatcher sags, "For your information 221, they have 

the suspect cornered in the lltrary Marsalis pi and Jefferson." 221 con- 

firms and says, "This man can positiv4ly identify him if they need him." 

Note the reference is to "this man", and not to a woman, so this 
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"eyeball witness" is not Mrs. Markham. Theiquestion immediately 
arises, was it Scoggins? Because if it was Scoggins, the "black wavy 

hair" in here is odd. The only other person I know who ever indicated 

Oswald's hair was wavy or bushy or anything like that was Mrs. Markham; 
she was wrong, and the Commission entered into a considerable hassle 

with Mark Lane over this. If this was Scoggins, there is no witness 

to Tippit's killing with probative value. 

The dispatcher then says, "Well, they do have the suspect under 
arrest now." "Unknown" then says, "221, hang on to the witness or hold 
on to him." 

19 then calls in to say, "It was the wrong man." 

There is no explanation of how the man was known to be the wrong 

man. 19 tells 221 to hold on to his witness, and 4221 says, "I'm in 

front of 404 W-E 10th right now. I got two witnesses - the one that 

talked to the officer and one that observed the man." 

19 is identified as in charge of the area of the Tippit killing. 

(P.416) 

One "Unknown" then reports, "we got a witness that saw him go up," 
followed by another "Unknown" who said, "His jacket - lets  chec;c that 
vicinity, towards town." Then 550 550/2 calls in to say, "The shell 

at the scene indicates that the suspect is armed with an automatic 

38 rather than a pistol." 

I have seen no reference to the finding of such a shell at the 

scene by anybody. my recollection is that the Davis women, after the 
police left, followed the shells *they subsequently turned over to the 
police. The  positive identification by a police officerlas a 38 'auto-

matic rather than a pistol is something that I am certain is nowhere 

mentioned in the report. 
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19 confirms to the dispatcher that he is enroute to 404 East 10th 

where 221 has "the eye witness". Cars are still being assigned to this 

area. Note there has been no reference to any activity on the radio 

relating to the scene of the 14resident's assassination (p.417). 

At 1:43, 410 reports he is "enroute from Trade Mart with 3 detec_ 

tives to City Hall unless otherwise directed." 

Wouldn't that seem an odd place for 3 detectives to have remained 

with all that was going on in Dallas? 

Asked the last location anybody had on the suspect, the dispatcher 

tells 87, "Running north on Patton." Right after a 1:145 time check, the 

dispatcher says, "Have information a suspect just went in the Texas 

Theater on West Jefferson." "Unknown" confirms, 85 reports himself en 

route (p.418). The dispatcher says, "Supposed to be hiding in the bal-

cone," then gives a 1:46 time check, followed by ill announcing he is 

en route. Ditto 76. At this point, Inspecter Sawyer tells the dis-

patcher, "We have a man that we would like to haveiyou pass this on to 

C.I.D. to see if he can pick this man up. Charles Douglas Givens, 

G-I-V-E-N-S. He is a colored male, 37, 6'3", 165 pounds, I.D. # Sheriff 

Department 37954. He is a porter that worked on this floor up here. He 

has a police record and he left." 
a 

There is a Charles Douglas Givens who gave/deposition, 6 H 345, 

that I have not yet read. This is the first reference for some time 

to activity at the scene of the assassination. It is followed, pre-

sumably, by another right after the 1:47 notation when 508 asks the 

dispatcher to "Notify our office to send us 4 slides and need additional 

metallic kit. Bring to the sixth floor down here at Houston and Elm." 

508 is an identification unit assigned to the crimes laboratory. The 

dispatcher orders "Have some squad cover off the rear of theater fire 
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escape." 211 reports, "There's about 5 squads back here with me now."  

Then the time check, 1:48 (P.419) 

19 reports he is remaining at the scene and that additional cars 

are going to the theater. Then a 1:49 time check. 26 reports, "We 

remain out to Homicide Bureau with a witness on this officer's shoot-

ing." Right after a 1:51 time check, 550/2 reports, "Suspect on 

shooting of Police Officer is apprehended and enroute to the station." 
him 

He also says, "Caught/on the lower floor of the Texas Theater after a 

fight." (P.420) 

3 then phones ithe dispatcher to say that he and 2, respectively, 

Deputy Chief Stevenson and Assistant Chief Batchelor, "are enroute to 

Parkland Hospital now - Will be enroute back to the station in a few 

moments. What do you have working at the Texas Theater?" The dis-

patcher replies, "We have a shooting of a police officer which was DOA 

at Methodist. The suspect has been apprehended at the Texas Theater 

- enroute to the station." 

Then 221 reports, "509 said he would be out 400 block & 10th a 

few minutes." "509" is another identification of the crime lab, so 

with respect to both the 38 automatic shell and the failure to find 

any other shells, there was an expert, who was not just an ordinary 

policemab, on the scene. (p.421.) 
ve 

The policeman who ha9f the suspect report their position at Zangs 

and Colorado, "him and the gun", at 1:55 p.m., followed° by a call from 
Westbrook 

211 saying, "Captain Niaauccusk wants a photographer up here at the Texas 

Theater." The dispatcher says, "509 is supposed to be enroute." 

Immediately before the 1:56 time check the dispatcher orders 149, 

"Report to the City Hall Identification Blreau, pick up some equipment. 

Take down to the scene of the earlier shooting on Houston." Then 61 
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Then 61 calls lithe dispatcher and reports, "Ue have information 

from the agent out here at T&P. Said that the train is stopppd on 

the overpass; the triple overpass; that there was a person jumping at 

the 9th boxcar from the front engine. Said he was hiding in a car." 

Asked by the dispatcher, "Is the train stopped there now?" 61 

rejoins, "I'm in behind the Texas School Depository. He has the train 

stopped. He said it is the 9th car from the engine. He climbed over 

the top of cars. Said he's hovering down inside." 392, 241, 4361, 

498, and 22t are reported enroute. The last time check is 1:59. (pp.)22-3 

375 is also enroute. Then 505 asks, "Do you need a photographer 

at the theater?" with a 1:59 time check following. 

The reason I am noting these things bears on the honesty of the 

policemen involved. We have had the report of those policemen who had 

Oswald inlcustody and were taking him in only to be followed by a demand 

from the captain for a photographer. I have seen pictures identified 

with the captain's name in the hearings of Oswald that may have been 

taken at the theater. 

26 then calls in to ask if the dispatcher can "raise somebody over 

there at Tippit's ear." 221 replies, "221 just left there, what do you 

Rant to know?" and 26 says, "Go back and get that witness's shoes she 
2 

left on the hood of the car and we'll be in Homicide Bureau." 2X1 then 

says, "Captain Doughty has them." 

Strange things do happen and it may be that strange people do them. 

The only woman witness with whom I have any familiarity was Mrs. 

Markham. Can it be inferred from this that Capt. Doughty is "19"? 

at 2 p.m. the dispatcher again noted "(Microphone stuck open now -

very noisy signals)". 

95 reports, "Itm enroute downtown to make a statement", and then 
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itnaccatixis.a.txkooncitx.irmxitipclx 
305 calls in to ask, "See if you can ascertain what squad has the lady 

witness to this shooting in Oak Cliff." (p.420 and 26 replies, "26 

does." 26 was then "at lithe City Hall fixing to go in the basement." 

474A reports, "We need 1 wrecker on the parking lot just west of 

Cobb Stadium for suspect's car." (They still had a number of suspects. 

P.425) 	
18 

The dispatcher tells 41 & 45 - "5818 Belmont - have information 

that person just got out of a car with a rifle at this a location, 

2:19 *p.m." Both confirm and 47 says he also will go there. 41 stays 

downtown. When 320 asks the dispatcher for a description of "the 

subject in this car", the dispatcher says, "White male - 20? I don't 

know, 320, just a White male, 20. Signal 32." "Signal 32" means rob-

bery. The dispatcher then notifies 45 and 47 their suspect had "gotten 

out of a light green 2-tone car and went to this apartment, 5818 Bel-

mont." Then the dispatcher notifies "474A, there is a subject on this 

overpass carrying a rifle; railroad tracks, Cobb Stadium. Can you see 

him?" 474A says, "No, but we'll go around and get him." The next time 

check is ik 2:21 p.m. 

Between the 2:23 and 2:24 time checks the dispatcher tells 22, 

"go out toward Cobb Stadium on the railroad overpass. There is a white 

male carrying a rifle at that location." (p.428) 

16 notifies the dispatcher he is at the Belmont Street address and 

"For# your information, the light green car, License No. RB8950 and a 

light colored Falcon NX3171 is sttting at the location." Then the dis-

patcher orders 75 and 69 "return back to this location (apparently the 

theatre). They want the theater shaken down good for 2 hulls. Believe 

the subject reloaded his pistol in the theater. We need the two hulls, 

2:26 p.m." 
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This is certainly odd. There were eyewitnesses, allegedly, to 

the shooting, so they knew how many shots had been fired. Theytfound 

one 38 automatic shell. Why should they need two empty cartridges? 

Then 105 reports, "I have recovered two hulls at the scene and 

they were turned over to the Crime Lab to Pete Barnes." 

I may be in error, but I was under the impression that the Davis 

wonen found them. 

The shakedown of the theater was canceled. 

52 calls in to ask "In regard to suspect, the T C Cobb Stadium; 

Was it the Hines Overpass, the railroad overpass or the freeway over_ 

pass?" The dispatcher's reply reads, "He is walking on the (unable to 

determine)." He didn't know *the direction. (P.429) 

The wrecker was down on the Cobb Stadium parking lot. But 474A 

says,"The car that we want picked up is on the parking lot in front of 

the Merchandise Mart pijust north of Cobb Stadium. ... it is a red panel 

truck with writing on the side." Later he gives the license as 3E9087, 

Shortly after the 2:29 time check, the dispatcher said, "Attention all 

squads in the Oak Cliff area - pick up for investigation of a COW, the 

driver of a 1957 Chevrolet Sedan bearing License iNg =111A1-445 last seen 

in vicinity Tenth and Jefferson 2:33 p.m." (p.430). 

There is further reference to the car Tippit was driving. 87 asks 

where the car Tippit was driving is. 78 replies, "I have the car. It 

was on the lot." Ordered by the dispatcher to repeat, he says, "I have 

car #10, It was on the lot." The dispatcher says, "Do you know what 

car he was driving today?" and 78 replies, "I assumed it was car #10. 

(An unidentified voice advised it was car §10)." 

The previous time check was 3:1t1 and the subsequent one was 3:26. 

(p.431) 
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The dispatcher then notifies cars 31 and 32 "forp your informa_ 

tion, reported toi3be several persons armed, 3:36". They were at Love 

Field. 

At 4:22 p.m., 509, one of the identification units assigned to 

the Crime Lab, reported, "clear from Patton and 10th." (p.1132) 

These excerpts are supposed to relate only to the assassination. 

There appears on p.435 this excerpt: 23, having been called o by the 

dispatcher, says, "24 is going down to 1"nrkland. Do you want him to 

pickup prisoner?" The dispatcher asks, "24 what is nature of your 

assignment at Parkland')'" and 24 replies, "We are going to guard the 

governor and also investigative prisoner." 

I recall no reference to any prisoner at the hospital. The time 

check, 11:16 p.m. Then the dispatcher orders 91 to "Relieve honor 

guard at Dudley Hughes so they can get coffee, 1:47," followed oby 

"Attention all squads - prisoners can now be brought to the third 

floor, 1:59 a.m." Dudley Hughes is not identified, but I believe 

they supplied the ambulance in which Tippit was taken to the hospital, 

so presumably the honor guard is at the Dudley Hughes establishment 

and guarding Tippit. But the reference to "prisoners can now be 

brought to the third floor" is odd because there is no reference in 

the report to any prisoners other than Oswald connected with the as-

sassination and in the hands of the police. (P.435.) 

Following a 6:30 a.m. time check, 20 orders, "20 to 23, meet me 

emergency room at Parkland on markout." A strange place and a strange 

time for a meeting of tautomobile units assigned to the radio patrol 

unit. The next time check was 7:17 a.m. 
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For the first 24 hours following the assassination on this chan-

nel there is not a single broadcast attributed to Chief Curry, Unit 1. 

Nor is there any that can be attributed to Capt. Fritz, whose identi-

cation is not given on pp.492-3. 

At about 1:30 p.m. on the 23rd, the dispatcher sent out a call 

to "Any detective unit that picked up a notebook from 1026 N. Beckley, 

call 531." 581 called in to ask, "That notebook in question; is that 

an officer's field notebook or was that one of the school type notebook?" 

Dijipatcher said, "It's a news reporter's notebook and was black." 581 

then said, "I did not see it yesterday. The only other thing that I saw 

was one of these school type notebooks with a cloth-pasteboard type cover. 

It was on the desk in the hall going into the kitchen." (p.437) 

On p.493, the number 581 is listed as "Assigned to Justice of the 

Peace David L. Johnston". 

David L. Johnston is the Justice of the Peace before whom Oswald 

was reportedly taken both times he wss charged. What is he doing con-

ducting an investigation? Ho clearly said that he was at Oswald's 

residence "yesterday". I don't know anything about the legal structure 

of Dallas or the Dallas Police Department, but it strikes me as strange 

that this man could serve dual and possibly legally conflicting func-

tions. 

Note there have been consistent references to the density of 

traffic in the area of the assassination. Police attributed this to 

sightseers. Note also testimony showing that part of the President's 

scalp until the next day. If there was no complete investigation the 

day of the assassination, how could there have bean an adequate one the 

day following, and especially under such circumstances? 
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pen. oil 	e3rd, while 26 Wes takine "a witness home from yes- 

tereay' s incident", be was oniered by the dispatcher to Start toward IleKinney 

et thelgun store, we have 9 sign-1 12," ard 	12" is identified as "burglar 

alarm (silent)" on p.490. (p.438) 
to the dispetcher 

The firs item for Sunday, November 24, is a call/froe 113 esAree, "Can 

wP get on 3 with Inv. Prisoner?" The dispatcher says, "Yes, 12:19 a.m." Pre-

sumably this wee Ose,  ld and it certainly seems like a very odd time of the mora-

ine to he interrogating hie. If it wee not Oswald, then presumably they had 

brought in another prisoner for investigation smi in connection with the assas-

sination. There are no references to any of these in the repoet. It is almost 

certain there were other people, prisoners or otherwise, under investie.etion. 

(p.440) 

There was very little traffic, i these lops are c omel. te relating to 

the assassination. After a conversation with 111, the time of 10:29 a.m. is im-

dicated. Then conies this attributed to the dispatcher,  "(Unable to read: then) 

renort to the Basement Code 3 - 108 is enroute." "Cede 3" is cmereency. Eome-

thine cle , rly is legit out because the very neet items are from the dispatcher 

with no response f two anyoae else, and the first of theca teo itensebegias eith 

the 10-4 code which means an acemoeleelement. irollowine. it, the diepetcher again 

cells 108 and 118, and then there ere 4 dots. Then the dispatcher neein cells 

118, end 118 replies. Tha dispetchee says, .,Code 3 rep.ert to basement' and 118 

acknowledges. The diseetcb.er cells, "95, r,ode 3 to baseeent," end 95 replies 

"Enroute". The serae with 605, and then 120 asks, "Anybody eleet" to wh..ch the 

dispatcher replies, "1:o, fleet's ell, 11:21 a.m." The dieretcher, without any 

record oe any other call from anyone else., a--a 	cones  on and this language fol- 

lows: " (urecioenj - cleer, rem 1_ n on air do no t check out on traffic or any other 

violetelons unlees it's en emergency, 11:22." And "Unknown" canes on to ask, 

"Need anybody else deist in the besement4.:" end gets a nee-, Live reply. 115 calls 

the dispatcher, saying,  "I'm cle,, r whet was that messeee'." The dispatcher reeliee, 
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"Do not thee'- out on traffic; just stay in service," to which he adds, "Unless 

it is 	erne reency ." "Unknown" coees in to say, "7.1h- t is t k nia to re , the dis- 

petcher sayine, 'It's a shootit.e." "Unlmo ...n" then inrelires, 'Is enybocly on 2e" 

presumably in refeeeece to the second floor of the police statton. The dispatcher 

aeper•etly doesn't reply for next he tells an unidentified number, "Go ahead-. 

11::e4 the dispatcher teice calls 607 -eitheut reply. 605 phoned in and was 

esked his location. (a.441) 

L.11 the =tellers iron l4 throu'h 120 bre assigned to 'automobile units as-

to the eedio Petrol Unit." As of 11;a3, the dispatcher didn't Inaow if they had 

the suspect in the shooting. (p.443) 

after reutieg several cars to 7'arkland (p.444), the dispetcher tells "all 

officers workine.  the ;.lm Street assigarmnt, leave yeur c.. end report Code 2 to 

Parkland Znergency and check out with the dispetcher, 11:36." Code 2 is "umerrt". 
1 nd 

Then the dispatcher sent instructions to "all squads reportine to Perkead remain 

at the entrance to Parkland and cut the traffic. To traffic will be allowed in 

the emergency room unless it is an emergency , 11:37." Is it not odd that after a 

time when Useeld certainly must have been in the emergency room, the police took 

a 13E8511re they hadn't  for the President and the L.overnor, of blocking' ell traffic 

to the emergency room': (p.445) 

Then, after an 11:51 titre check, the dispetcber cells ibr "Any CID officer 

at Parkland emereency ....any CID officer at t .1--arklend...." 18 replies to say that 

17 could probably supply a CID officer, "I saw a number of then: out there." (p.446) 

The transcript of channel 1 ends on p.455. 

Chennel 2 transcript beeeir.s 10 a.m. November 22, n.456. 

Chief 'curry asks the dispetcher to notify Deputy Chief 3t,evenson (Detective 

Division) thet "Some of the detectives out hen (airport) don't have the proper 

i dent ificet ion." ( p.457) 

Sornetiee after 12:22 p.re. and before 12:26 -a.m., Chief Clary to motorcycle 
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- hold up escort. u.K. move along." 

I em not sayine th-  t, imriedie tely prior t o the a esassinetion, Chief :.%urre 

slowed the procession down on purpose, but at the sees time I cannot avoid notine 

this transcript at this poi: t. 

After the 12:30 e.e. terse check, with the station suing its call, ere 364, 

Chief Curry lei d, "Go to t-he hospieel - Ie3ekleeed Ilospi tel. :laee them st end by " 

pith no reflection of any other radio conversation on this channel, :thief Curry 

then says, "Get a man on top of that triple underpass or see whet happened up 

there." 

So here there is a very clear inference that Chief Curry, in the lead car, 

thought that whatever happened, happened from on top of the Triple Underpa,s. 

Again with nothine intervening in the transcript, 1, Chief Curry, said, 

"Have Parkland stend by." This is imextdietely followed by e transmission ettrib- 
2 

uted to "Dallas 1" not identifiea in the list be4nnine on p.4953. Dallas 1 said, 

"I em sure it's going to take soee ties to g- t your men in there. .u11 everyone 

of my men in there." The dispatcher then said, "Dallas 1, repeat. I didn't Set 

all of it. I didn't ouite understand all of it." Dallas 1 repeated, "Have my 

Have my office reeve all available men out of my office into the railroad yard to 

try to determine whet happened in there and hold everything secure until Homicide 

end other investieetors should get there." (p.463.) 

Now whoever 'Dallas 1 is, and clearly he is one of the big boys, he also 

thought that whatever happened heepened as a consequence of en action from the 

area of the railroad yard, adjacent to which the Triple Underpass is. The rail-

road trains go over the ''riple underpass. The dispatcher said he would inform 

Deputy chief Luteekin. The dispatcher then es d, "1, any informatiin ebetsoevere" 

Curry replied, 'Look:: like the rresident has been hit. Have rarklene stand by." 

The dispatcher said rarklend had been rots _led. -"hen deputy thief Fisher asked, 

e have those canine units in that vicinity, don't we':" Curry replied, "Heeded 
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to Perkland. Sornethinc's wrong with 'jheenel 1." Lumpkin then ea id, "1, whet do 

you ':ant with these nen out here with mee" Curry's reply was, "Just go on to 

Parkland Hospitel with me." 

I have quoted without omission what appeers free the tires of Curry's order, 

"Go to the hospital" on tl'e previuus page, 461, down to this point of n.462. 

There is remarkably little traffic for the n'ture of the emergercy, and it cer- 

tainly seems odd that the chief would take Deputy Chief Lumpkin to the hospital 
seem 

with him. It would certainly/thirst the Deputy Chief was more needed at the scere 

of the crime. There ffey "[Je no significance in this, but I -:ant to record it on 

the chance there is a meaning. 

The dispatcher soon said, "Unknewn motorcycle - up on :3teramons with his 

mike stuck open on Channel 1. Could yeu send aoeeone up there to tell him to 

shut it off. (12:34 p.m.)." It is not possible to determine definitely the source 

of the following transmission;in the column where the source has been indicated 

instead of just giving a nunher or ''Disp" for dispatcher, this one reads, "142- 
1dC 

Liisp". I suppose it is a typpgrephicel error and/reported this to the dispatcher. 

In any event, the text reads, "1 just talked to s guy up here who was standing 

close to it end the best he could tell it ceme from the Texas eichool ,look Deposi- 

tory 714ilding here with thct Eertz entinr si t- 1 on top." The dispatcher's relay 
t be t 

is, "10-4 `let his name, addrees, telephone nurnoer there - all the infonnotion/you 

can from him. 12:35 p.m." 

Ileee is an elleeed eyewitness at or by 12:35. 142 is s number ansimed to 

"Isola ( two wheel) motorcycle units'. 

liote with resee2t to the previous peee the fact that Chief Curry or eered 

"Go to the hospi tel" iedv-diately oft r the time not 	t 12: 3 in the loe: noes 

not meen th ..t he sac, 	words t precisely 	.o.• ,eamele, the transcript 

recor2.3 only 5 lines of ccriversetion in the previous S'.110 minutes. Two linos in 
they' re 

3 minute before tha t, and vi very short liar. In the previous 4 minutes, only 7 
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lines, most of them very short. after a time check at 12:36 p.m., 260 reports, 

"I have a witless that says that it came from the 5th floor of the Texas Zook 

Depository Store." There is no further reference to tl.ns, the next item being 

attributed to the distcher eith instructions to 220 to "keep all emereency e:uip-

ment off the entrance to :2arkland end ell of the emergency ecuiement there off of 

Indus trial Boulevard." The next Item is attributed to "LeAnown" and says, " ...is 

have the emergency entrence secured. (12:37 p.n.)" 125 is then t..uoted with es-

sentially the soros information. (p.462.) 

There is no mention at' the time of arrival at the hospital. It would seem 

=It as though somebody must have said something  about it on the radio. 

260, the had the witness saying the sleets ceee from the fifth floor, was 

a three-eheeled motorcycle police 	Note this is fifth and not sixth floor end 

if this is the policemen with Prennan, it is an important error in t• rtes of his 

credibility, which is non-existent to begin with. Dote also that ;Thief curry and 

all the other officials were beerine all of theve broedcass and there is no 

record here tact they ordered a search of the fifth floor or the building itself. 

The first item of the next page has a check mark alongside it in the mar-

gin, presumably put there by samenne on the L;oemiesion's stuff. The item is 

attributed to 22 who said, "Get sale men up here to cover this school depository 

building. It's believed the shot cane fr.m, as ycu see it on Alm tr-et, Looking 

toward the building, it would be :leper right bend corner, eecond window from the 

end." 22 is a number assigned to "Automobile units assigned to the Audio Petrol 

Unit." 22 may be identi ed by the following item. 	hen asked by the dis-ootther, 

"How many do you have there'.", presumably with reference to witnesses, 22 replies, 

"I have one euy that was possibly hit by a rickeshel  from the bullet off the con-

crete and anothEr one seen tte president slump." 

Note also that the report from 22 about the window is insecurite. 

Then 13? says, "..7e have a ten here who says be seen him pull the weapon 
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back through the window fron Z;out he est correr of that depository building." 

There is a similsr check mark opposite 137 in the left band margin here. 137's 

laneueqe is remerkably indefinite. Tile di ars teber says, "All right, do you have 

the building covered off?" 137's reply is "No, about 3/4 of a block sway from 

there." The dispatcher then said, "All right, pull on down there." 137 ac-

knowledged end said, "I'll leave these witnesses here." Still no specific in-

structi?ns to search the building in a systematized way end, in response to the 

cues -ton, "do you have the building covered off,'", at least 127 answers negatively. 

This was sometime after 12:Y7 p.m. and prior to 12:40 p.m., the next time indi-

cated in the transcript. I note this with reference to the Commisai..)n's recon-

struction about the time the building was sealed off, which, of course, it never 

was. 

After a few more commits by other cars, there is a check mark in the mar 

gin opposite the number "2", which is Assistant Chief Batchelor, who asked, "Can 

you give us any informstion as to what happened for these people out here, evi-

dentally they had - seriousness of it - the pre sident involved - one is at Park- 

land, 	with Dallas 1. 	e ba -vet 	rd it is unknown - T.exes Depository  )tore, 

corner of ;.1'lm end Field - officers are now surrounding and searching the building." 

It would seem that the dashes here represent omissions. It also is clear that 

"one" and Dallas 1 are not identical. The statement, "officers are now surround-

ing end searching the building", may be accurate, if only because there were so 

very many officers in the area. There still is no evidence of any organization 

or controlled search end securing of the building. 

7;ithout anythin.:, else appearing in the transcript, 2 then says, "Where did 

this happen - at Field and Main?", to which the dispetcher replied, "At Ste-imams 

end t'm Triple Underpass - 12:60 p.m." 

The timin)r here mull indicate that, if 3etchelor was at the hospital, the 
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Presi dent arrived there before 12:40. 

Note that even the dispatcher thought that vhstever ha:.pened occurred at 

the Triple Underpass and the entrance to the ate mons z'reewey. 

The dispatcher then notified .6otchelor, "there's a possibility that a or 

7 mole peo-le may have been shot." 295, a number assigned to the three-wheeled 

motorcycle units, then said, "I belie re the president's head was practically blOwn 
of 

o::f." 	re there .iDuld be a 1%olicarnar_ wit was z:Z the spot at which the bullet 

hit the President. (p.463) 

,ban the dispatcher asked 295 the extent of the injuries; he replied, "It's 

not for me to say, I can't say. (12:41 p.m.)" Than 5, Deputy Chief George Lump-

kin, said, "Give me a squad to Elm and 2ouston." Does this indicate he was there 

On p.462 Chief Curry had told him, "Just go on to Parkland Hospital with izet." If 

he was not there, how did he know the needs; 

9 said, "The School Book .)er.ository nuildingT 	should hs-re some on 1,sin 

if we could get someone to rick up and bring them down here." 	does this 

indicate No. 9 was at the scene of the crime,' 

Than 250 said, "I will start down Elm Street eLid pick up as many as I can 

on the way (12:43 p.m.)" 

250 is a number assigned to "Traffic Division Safety Ufficers." 

Long before this it had been clear to me the t the information gi.ren to the 

Commission should have been totally unsatisfactory for anythinr,,  pretending to call 

itself the most elementary kind of en investigation. How in tha world could the 

Commi.:sion know who was saying; •:hat from these innefinite, inccriplete, m..aninzless 

identi ric at ions': 
a second time 	 2 	3 

After xxxmmantilctmcc 7ivttnr3 a time check ot 110* 12: q, the dispatche r is 

asked by 15, ":era yaa havitz: them contain the t block or 2 block/orec'i" to which 

the dispatcher reTlie,i, "Ye,;, we era twin -  to sell o_'f that building until it 

can by searched." 1E: then said, "Mer..? than that huildirg. 	cteud out from that 
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buildin;: so it can be searched." 

:hit there is s till no yid en ce of any such oraerly ope 

Lfter a 12:44 time check, rlinLmown" says, "The type of wea-on looked like 

e 30-30 rifle or sorie sty r's of -.inchaster ." The dispatcher, as thou h he recog- 

nized the unknotvn, said, "9, it was a riflaA" and 9 says, 	'rifle, yes." The 

dispatcher asked, "9, any clothing descriptioni:" 9 replied; "About 30, 5'10", 

185 lbs." Then the dispatcher said, "Attention all squads, the suspect in the 

shorting at -2,1m and Houston is ElUpposed to be an unknown white male, erproximately 

30, 165 lbs., slender build, anned sith that is thought to be a 30-30 rifle. - 

repeat, unknown white scale, approximately 3D, 165 lbs., slender Wild. Tfo further 

description at this time or information, 12:45 p.m." 

mere on Channel 2, as on Channel 1, there is no evider..e that any ranking 

official, any person in authority, gave inst. ructi-ois to broadcast the description 

of the suspect. The above rni ot et ion indicates th at the dispatcher questioned No. 

9. The second entry for i o. 9 shove, the one giving the ei:e, -veight end size, 

has a black check mark in front of it. 	hat a record! Channel 1 eprapently w7s 

tad by poli ce-emoted int erference from about 12:26 unti 1 12:34, and it ores 
should have 

10 minutes after the alleged desciiptionArst been aired that it woe sired, a cal- 

ditto n also true on +.:hennel 2. 

15 then asked, "Could 9 determine whether man was suppose to have. been 

still in the tuildit‘g or w58 he su-pose to have left`;" (p.464) The dispatcher 

replied as follok...a, "I dixiti't know for sure and the witne:ses didn't have the 
know 

description, but -:e have got that buildincl secured by now and we should team 

something before long." There bus been no indication in the radio transmission 

that the buildit67 had been secured in even the most rudimentery fashion, and as 

a matter of fact it never was secured. 9 then said, "On this buildin;:,, its un-

known wheth•r he is still in the buildira7 or not known if he was there in the 

first place." 
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I believe 9 and 15 are both captains. ,Zote the statement by No. 9 here 

that, even et that time, it was not known that the assassin had been in the build- 

ing, and the inference of these words, I think, is that The captain believed he 

never had been. Couple this with the reaction from the chief snd other ceficials 

net at leest the first shot emanst.:d frau the area of the Triple Un.derpasse'ell-

reed Yard, and it is clear tleit almost a nuerter of en hour after the assassination, 

after the witnesses, including 'rennan, had been interviewed by the police, that 

the police were unconvinced that the shots wen3 fired fray the building. At this 

point 531 comas in. This number is "assigned to the Torrent Office" (p.493). 

531 say s, Jell, all the informotien vie have received, 9, indicates that it did 

come from cbout the 5th or $4th floor of that building." Note the error in the 

floor and the previous error in the windows. 

Here Deputy kjhief Lumpkin seks, "'telt buildieg-." and is told by the dis-

patcher. The next tl se cheek ds at toe end of the following i tem . reel "Unknown" 

' about an eriteptic who went to Per'rezlend. The diatetchar then asks, "125, do you 

have any inform.,  tion that the governor also was hit'," 125 said, Not yet, 

check in just a minute." 125, according to the list, 13 a captain or a lieutenant. 

In the sane transmission, 125 asks, "Have your notified a DYE on this suspect yet:" 

and the di spatcher replies, "Fie ven't had titre yet but 1;e will." Asst. Chief 

Betchelor at this time knew so little of what hod happened he asked, "Contact the 

Parkland Hospital and see whether the lresidaat will be able to appear out here 

or not. - re have all these eeople and we :ant to knov what to arnounce out hers.•' 

Pre-surnably Betchelor wes at the Trade ;tart. At 12:51 the dispatcher didn't know 

yet anything other than that the Tresi.eat was involved. This was iemedietely 

after the 12:51 time check id followine that, 125 informd "The governor was 

also shot." The dispatcher asked 125, "can y:u obtain from 1 if the President is 

going to appear at the Trade eart.'" 1, to is Chief Curty, replise, "Ites very 
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doubtf1.11." One can only wonder what was in the mind of Chief Curry, who anpar-

anti:, led the procession to l'arkland Hospital (p.4551. 2, who was Betehelor, 

asks Curry, "Can you ascertain what his condition is so we can ... " end then an-

other transmission iron 2 with nothing in the log in between, reading "Is there 

any definite arrangements beine, male as to whether he will or will not appear:" 

and Curry replied, 'Not at this time that I know of. I don't know but A feel 

reasonably sure that he will nut." 2.1.t about 12:54 there is conversation abut 

"just a lot of rope", a-eparently to handle or restrain the crowd at :.ain and Hous-

ton. 

TJatchelor, this time through 15/2, again seeks information on the condition 

of the President end the 'governor. 
139 

'Text there is ccuversetion about clearances, inc luding, for Miff, who said, 

"I have the 2 presidential cars en route out there," referring to Love Yield. 

Pathetically, 2 is still trying to find out "whether he can be there or 

,not. 	. Crull is standing by here end needs to knoe i4mediately if you can find 

out so we can do something to these peo ele out here." t p.466 ) 

The first entry in the transcript after the announcement of time at 1:11 

p.m. by the dispatcher comes from 9 and reads, "On the 3rd floor of this book can-

eany down here, we found empty rifle hulls and it looked like the man had been 

hem for sometime. -e ere checking it out now." The dispatcher acknowledged and 

announced the time as 1:12 p.m. liote here again every floor seems to be mentioned 

except the sixth. It seems clear that 9 was at the Depository TA1.11cling. 

The next item in the log is from 158, ceyine, "Notify 170 I am takine 

prisoner to th.-  downtown jail and thet 	report back to him down to parkland 

as 	on as I can." Both 158 and 170 ere assigned to solo motorcycles. 243 then 

checcs in with a "pretty drunk" sisnect and as what to do with him. 	he dis- 

patcher says, "Tae him beck up there to 5C5 ..:ain axle contact 9 at 	and Housten." 
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Does this indicate that 505 :.;sin was sure kind of heeieuerters'il After a few :aore 

items is this fral. 	dispatcher, "General :roadcast - 	squads, we have a re, 

port that an officer has been involved in a shootine, in the i00 2. 1Lth. 1:18 

p.m." At 1:19 the dispatcher repliekl to 290 who wanted extra men for rorkland, 

ab=out everything t have sot tied up nun ie down at .iafa ana 7,ouston." The 

dispatcher then says, "Notify 1 that we have an officer involved in a shooting 

at 10th end Patton. ..." (p.40'7) 

This di a-p;ytcher also has trouble with the locati:.n of the TiT.pit shootinc. 

In talkin:! to 19, who hey he Oer. t. Doujity, he reveals this and asks if 10 is en 

route. 19 repli': s, "We are allaost ::ode B, mesaln,:s; at destination'. 	be confirma- 

tion by the dispatcher is dated 1:21 p.m. 

Shortly there is this transmissiun by 10 (and there is no 10 identified or 

Oven listed in the official list, which eliminates 7 ani. 6, and 10, 11, 12, and 

13) "Ly orders of 	.et us 21 uniform officers out here to the entrance of 

Parkland Eraergency entrance immdiately." 157,2, .- /hc,  may be Oeptain Sauter, says, 

"I'm en route." 10 explains, "hit this time it was a precautionary move." the 

poor dispatcher then says, ";ants 10 men Pa.:+klend at this time." The captain 'cad 

specified 21. 

Poor dispatcher: He then aired this, "All. squads en route to Parkland 

code 2." Taken literally, that sure would hove Given the chief his ‘',1 men, and 

it sure would have stripped the area of the Jepository Buildins. Coda 2 means 

"UrEent". 

after a 1:26 time notati,:,n, the dispatcher says, "Notify 1 that Officer 

involved in this shootin54 Officer J. B. TI_JIT, we believe, wee pronounced DOA 

at :::ethodist 1:29 p.m." ',hen 5e1.-nty Chief Fisher a..ss, "Is there any indication. 

that it Pas any coin.-ctin .ith this other ...11 sotint;'." (p.438), the disputzlzr 

replied, 	the descriptions on the suspect are similar end it is possible." 

15 is a captain as comes out in a conversation he had with the dispatcher whi2h 
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began with his aski.n7 the dispatcher "If you get alaold of 15/2 to send some of 

his people to rliave people at !-.11P scene on this book buildin,-, we will meet 

back in service." I don't suite know what this means, but tr e7parently the 

dispatcher either did or decided to 1.,cre it, because his reply was, "15, you 

received the information on TIITIT, d -Ftn't you?" 15 confirmed and said, "La 

route to Oak Cli.f now." The dispatcher then said, "15, do you 'ant 4 (Deputy 

Chief fisher) to relieve sore of those people on the building'," 15 said, "Re 

has some people at Love -Yield I think I can send down here." The dispatcher 

replied, "I think he is going to have to leave them, Captain, because they are 

rr,oing to have to move back." (apparently reference to a movement back to ...rash-

in7ton, but in any event, it sho.-,s 15 is a captain.) 'T2he description of 15 on 

p.492 is covered by the designation, "Units 14 through 120, Automobile units as-

sued to the t:',adio Patrol Unit." MeaninEless. The end o f this converseti on is 

timed 1:30 p.m. 

15, after another exchen„:e, asks the dispatcher, "Rave you run a ;rake on 

that license number yet?" to which the dispatcher repliei, "Yes, we are running 

a ... on it new." There has been no reference on this channel to any question 

about a license number, which would indicate that the transcript is not as complete 

as represented. (p.469) 

In a beoacL:ast 	with the tine of 1:33, the die?-Etcher wanted 9 noti- 

fied of information about an accessible concealed space, arperently in the roof 

area of the depository Intldinz. There are at this section of be lob, several 

orters for escorts to stop blowin;-: their sirens and en instruction b-irgitierisf Chief 
• 

Curry to break traffic ahead of the cars with as little attention as possible. 

Then in an excl-ani:e with the dispatcher "about the buildin;4", presumably 

the uepository ' uildinE, 9 says, "Its being; secured now." 

There are elements of comedy in this ho-rible tragedy. The dispatcher then 
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asks, "1 or Dallas 1 - when we get to the Main z;ntrame 	 ire you en route 

to Love yield?" (dots in ori0.nal). 1, Chief Curry, replies, "Yes, but dart 

put it on the air. 1:37 p.m." After hirT elf broadcastin,7, the secret, the chief 

apparently had nothing better to do than to be the tine announcer. 

end :asst. Chief 3atchelor knew so little that he said, "-;,-e have information 

that someone to pisk the :ove_rnor's wife up." (p.470) 1 was informed by the 

dispatcher that "Dallas 1 is standing by at Ste. 5, his office." 1 acknowledged 

and the dispatcher said, "1:4C p.m." 

550/2 reported, "A witness reports that he last was seen in the -,loundent 

Life Temple about the 4:0 block. '.7e ere fixini!.. to 	in and shake it down," ap- 

parently in refere=e to the Tippit murderer. .Then so informed, the dispatcher 

said, "They already got him." Then 550/2 corrected him b• saying, "No, that 

wasn't the richt ore. (1:44 p.m.)" 551 then raid something that I have yet to 
and 

see referred to anywhere else, /especially in the report. "The jacxet the suspect 

was wearin! over here on Jefferson begs a laundry tag 7fith the letter E 9738. 

See if there is any way y n an check this laundry tag." This would seem to be 

a very positive identification. 

Then 138, described in the list ing as a solo motorcycle, says, "":e need a 

Justice of the peace at Par'cland 	 (emergency) ( -p.-.L71). 

After a 1:E1 time check, Chief Curry asIcs, "Tibet is the circumstances of 

'_). 	 The dispatcher says, 	do not have it all clear yet, 1. He was 

involved in a shooting end was DOA ... " (p.472) Then to nobody in particular 

the dispatcher, after announcing 2:01 p.m., says, "C',o down to Elra sal Houston. 

Contact Capt. Sritz. Tell him to oontect his office." "Unknown" replies, "Cap-

tain,  Zritz just left about a minute ago. He's in his car." Apparently the 

Chief of Homicide doesn't have a radio. (p.473) 

After 2:24 p.m., 107 asked the dispatcher, "Any better location on that 

deal down here at Cobb Stadium?" The dispatcher's reply was, "...that's all -ye 
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had on it." 107 acknowledged and said, "There's about 15 or 20 officers out here 

covering this. Nobody Zen find anything." 18 then said, "15/2, we have anproxi-

mately 6 to 8 jockeys out here and 15 officers standing by out here. .,e have no 

actual need for excet about 2. an ycu advisee" (p.47d) 15/2 told him to 

release Mat he didn't need, and 170 asked 12 to have the motorcycle officers 

rerort to him at the entrance. 1T.., then announced his need for "1 solo super-

visor and half of those ern at Pereland out here." 170 shortly thereafter an-

nounces he's en route with 5 officers. (p.477) 

After a 2:33 time check, 18 said, "I have Judea jela:Sele:; here with ma at 

:Parkland. 	as thee just one fatality from the ghootine with the -resident's 

party'" I racy 'ea ,..prone, but I believe the t tt this time the Test:len t,' s body had. 

left Parkland and "Jude":... Johnston, who was a justice of the Peace, could have 

perforro d li tle, if any, service. ( a. 478 ) 

The dispetcner broadcasts at 2:4]. p.m., Yeelrt± "Att. ell !.,riminal nate-11i- 

eence Units - report to ylur office i ecediately." 16 than 	"•.as th. t rifle 

recovered that was used in the shooting" to which the dispatcher relied, "1;ot 

that I kn.:w of. All we fund was sole empty hulls." 	asked, "Do you knee ghat 

kind it was:" The dispatcher replied, "I'm net sure, 300 vies down the re, that's 

Captain FRITZ, there. Jan yai call 	15 acknowledged, saying, "I'll try to 

:and a telephone ..." Maybe ix Capt. e'ritz dcesn' t have a telephone!, (p.479) 

113 told the dispatcher, "Mr. 30221.11IS asload that you contact Ctation 5 

and notify Mr. .411.I.:1.7 	- be sure that he broadcasts the information on the 

fi tness that sow a truck, to his men." Station 5 is reeeuty thief fumpkin, but 

the rest of this is mysterieus. At 2:47 Chief Cu- ry announced, .'Air Ypres 1 is 

airborne." lIe then told the (Arno tcher that ehiefs ?.atchelor, ete;enson and he 

their 
would be in i-skx office shortly. (p.480) 

.,hen Lief 2ishee ,ireit..%d toeet in touch eith 	Sorrels, the dial:v.:Act:or. 
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said, The last informtir.In .e had was to was ;oink., to the 13a11as o.rninp 'dews 

Buildin_r 3:14 p. r:." On p.431 the dispatcher on ,::henr.el 1, when asked about 

Sorrels, 
Sivrrnst replied that a "squad 'Nes ta'fin- him to the _Janes I.orning 	-ere 

also the next time cliecc was 3:14 	Tinder these circuras7ences, the local 

paler doesn't seem 111.1a the moot loc,-ical place for the head of the local Secret 

.3ervice. 

:after a 3:20 time check, the dispatcher informed Jeputy Chief _Asher, 
FlUTZ'S 

"SCIELLLS is now en mute to :3aptain TrIERItai o dice." 

..t that -pasticular moment, uswald was being interroc:ated in Capt. Fritz's 

o•fi ce. 

After 4 acicnowledged the dispatcher's broadcast about Sorrels, the next 

item is from Chief Curry, who said, "Lk7SON is ..vith 	e heard the broadcast."' 

(P.482) 

Apparently after the 3:37 time check, Chief Curry vies not yet in his of- 

. Lice because he issued instructions on traffic conditions downtown and especially  

on L'lm (p.483) 

The dispatcher told ideputy Chief Fisher someone was retorted to be armed 

at the Rraniff Building, at gate 11. 257 corrected, "It's going to be at the 

terminal not at he Braniff Building." The inforrasti) a IMS in an anonymous call 

from 32-sniff. This turned out to be a false alarm. (p.484) 

After a new record started at 4:09 -p.m., Deputy 'Thief 2isher asked the 

dispatcher, "Has there been any develo-pments that you can tell me on the suspect 

that shot the officer, was there an7 connections with the shootin: of the Pr.si-

dent." The dispatcher said, "At this time it'S my un..er.standing he is the same 

person. He is in custody." Than the dispatcher told the )op.ty Chief, "that's 

not o,:ficial. That's just the rurno:_- up here." Then the dispatcher told Deputy 

Chief Fisher, "Hold the Presidential cans at '-.be location. 508 is en mute to 

print en." 
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He was told, "As far as I know, these cars were loaded on an army 

transport. I don't know whether they are still there or not. I'll 

check." The dispatcher wanted to be advised "as soon as you can." 

He was then told by Fisher, "For your information, they have been loaded 

and have left on the other transport." The dispatcher thereafter an-

nounces, "Closing down Channel 2 - 5?12 p.m." (p.485.) 

There is no record of Channel 2 on subsequent days. 

There is no indication of any reason. The memorandum from the 

Dallas FBI) p.362) does not o say when the request was made but reports 

that on March 9, 1964, in response to the request, it got Xthe broad_ 

casts beginning 12:20 p.m. on the 22nd and up to 6 p.m. on November 

24. On p.368, under date of March 23, the FBI Dallas Office reported 

the sheriff's office had made available a transcript for the period 

12:20p p.m. November 22 to 6 p.m. November 24. Under date of March 23 

the same office reported that the Dallas police had made available 

transcripts of Channel 1 and Channel 2, both"covering the period 12:20 

p.m., November 22, 1963, to 6 p.m., November 21J, 1963 	" It says 

the request was made on March 6. 

I find it difficult to understand why the transcripts for Channel 

2 are not complete (I don't believe really that any of them, as pre-

sented, are complete). I find it more difficult to understand why the 

lack of completeness is not noted and explained. It may be sloppgIness, 

but the possibility of something more sinister cannot be ignored. 

Without knowing there are no more, I have found two additional 

versions of the police log. They are Sawyer Exhibits A and B, 21 H 388-40C 

and Exhibit 1974, 23 H 832-940. 


